Research and Development Program:
*RCS with Pfund (Pilot Funding for New Initiatives)*
*ITRS with PoC/P (Proof-of-Concept/Prototype)*

2019-2020 Eligible Disciplines
- Agricultural Sciences
- Engineering A (Chemical, Civil, Electrical, etc.)
- Mathematics
- Physics/Astronomy
- Social Sciences
- Biological Sciences (eligible every year)
- Computer & Information Sciences (eligible every year)
- Earth/Environmental Sciences (eligible every year)

*NOTE: ITRS and PoC/P do not have discipline rotations. Consult the RFP for Targeted Industry Sectors.*

Departmental Enhancement Program
2019-2020 Eligible Disciplines
- Engineering B
- Biological Sciences
- Health and Medical Sciences
- Physics
- Social Sciences
- Humanities
- Agricultural Sciences
- Astronomy
- Targeted Workforce

For more information on these and other BoRSF programs visit: [https://web.laregents.org/programs/borsf-programs/](https://web.laregents.org/programs/borsf-programs/). Contact Us: Southeastern Louisiana University * Office of Sponsored Research and Programs * 985-549-5312 * Email Us: [osrc@selu.edu](mailto:osrc@selu.edu) * Visit Us: East Stadium, Room 212. Cheryl E. Hall, J.D., Director